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ABSTRACT: The aim of this study was to investigate treatment failure (TF) in hospitalised

community-acquired pneumonia (CAP) patients with regard to initial antibiotic treatment and

economic impact.

CAP patients were included in two open, prospective multicentre studies assessing the direct

costs for in-patient treatment. Patients received treatment either with moxifloxacin (MFX) or a

nonstandardised antibiotic therapy. Any change in antibiotic therapy after .72h of treatment to a

broadened antibiotic spectrum was considered as TF.

Overall, 1,236 patients (mean¡SD age 69.6¡16.8 yrs, 691 (55.9%) male) were included. TF

occurred in 197 (15.9%) subjects and led to longer hospital stay (15.4¡7.3 days versus 9.8¡4.2

days; p,0.001) and increased median treatment costs (J2,206 versus J1,284; p,0.001). 596

(48.2%) patients received MFX and witnessed less TF (10.9% versus 20.6%; p,0.001). After

controlling for confounders in multivariate analysis, adjusted risk of TF was clearly reduced in MFX

as compared with b-lactam monotherapy (adjusted OR for MFX 0.43, 95% CI 0.27–0.68) and was

more comparable with a b-lactam plus macrolide combination (BLM) (OR 0.68, 95% CI 0.38–1.21).

In hospitalised CAP, TF is frequent and leads to prolonged hospital stay and increased

treatment costs. Initial treatment with MFX or BLM is a possible strategy to prevent TF, and may

thus reduce treatment costs.
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C
ommunity-acquired pneumonia (CAP) is
a frequent disease with important impli-
cations for healthcare systems worldwide.

Based on a recent report from Germany using the
database of the German programme for quality in
healthcare, the annual incidence of hospitalised
CAP is estimated at 2.75–2.96 per 1,000 inhabi-
tants, resulting in 200,000–240,000 annual CAP-
associated hospitalisations [1] Therefore, the treat-
ment of CAP is associated with a significant use of
healthcare resources. The total direct and indirect
costs of pneumonia in Europe were estimated to
be J10 billion, of which more than one-half were
direct costs [2]. Although only ,20% of all CAP
patients require in-patient treatment, costs due to
in-patient treatment account for almost 90% of the
direct costs and, thus, represent a considerable
financial burden. Since 2004, reimbursement of
hospitals in the statutory health insurance system
in Germany is based on diagnosis-related groups.
Therefore, from the perspective of the hospital,
any means of reducing economic costs per case is
meaningful.

Most CAP patients are treated empirically, with
the inability to predict the risk of treatment

failure (TF). TF occurs in ,15% of all patients
with CAP [3–6], and usually leads to a prolonged
hospital stay [7]. In a prospective study, we
demonstrated recently that length of stay and the
need for intensive care treatment were the major
determinants of costs [8]. As the length of stay
(LOS) is an important variable affecting treatment
costs, the primary issue of the present study was
to investigate whether TF has a negative impact
on the LOS and, therefore, direct treatment costs
in patients hospitalised for CAP.

Initial treatment with a fluoroquinolone has shown
to be associated with a faster resolution of signs
and symptoms of CAP and probably reduces the
risk of TF in comparison with nonstandardised
therapies [3, 9–11]. Therefore, we also evaluated
the influence of initial fluoroquinolone (moxiflox-
acin; MFX) therapy on the frequency of TF and
overall cost-effectiveness in CAP treatment.

METHODS
Between January 2002 and December 2005,
patients hospitalised for CAP in 22 community
hospitals in Germany were included in two
consecutive cohort studies with identical study
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design. The study design was open, actively controlled and
prospective. Pneumonia was defined according to usual the
criteria (proof of a new pulmonary infiltrate on chest radio-
graphy, and at least two of the following symptoms and signs of
CAP: 1) cough; 2) pleuritic chest pain; 3) shortness of breath;
4) temperature .38uC; and 5) crackles on auscultation). Patients
were included if they received at least one dose of intravenous
antibacterial treatment and in the absence of any of the following
exclusion criteria: 1) age ,18 yrs, or pregnancy or lactating/
breast feeding; 2) hospital admission within the previous
2 weeks; 3) participation in any clinical trial during the period
of observation; 4) pneumonia as an expected terminal event of a
severe chronic disabling comorbidity; and 5) discharge from
hospital at the patient’s request.

Both studies were approved by ethical committees, and informed
consent was judged not to be necessary due to the observational
nature of the study and the fact that no intervention was taken on
the process of CAP treatment. All patients from both study
periods were observed as one cohort and were divided into two
groups: the first group comprised all patients who had received
initial treatment with i.v. MFX (group M); the second group
consisted of patients who had received any other initial antibiotic
(group S). This study needed to be actively controlled to reduce
two biases due to possible selective recruitment and differences
in therapy between hospitals. First, since we wanted to test the
hypothesis that treatment failure occurs more often in one
treatment group, it was necessary to restrict the recruitment to
one group per institution. As the study was open label and not
randomised, an advantage seen or even only felt by the
investigators in one institution would have possibly led to biased
recruitment.

Secondly, we could not assume that treatment outcomes were
homogenously distributed among facilities. As numbers of
subjects, and thus the recruiting potential, and/or speed of
recruitment also may have varied between hospitals, we mini-
mised the potential of overrepresentation of results from single
institutions by restricting recruitment to the first 30 consecutive
patients for all hospitals.

TF was defined as the need to switch to another antibiotic
regimen o72 h after initial treatment resulting in an expansion
of the antibiotic spectrum by adding another agent or replacing
the initial antibiotic by another of the same class with a broader
antibacterial spectrum. Modifications of antibiotic treatment
resulting in a narrowed antimicrobial coverage were consid-
ered as ‘‘de-escalation’’ and not as TF.

Data collection and evaluation
All patients were assessed on hospital admission and followed
during hospital stay until discharge, according to a standardised
data sheet. The following parameters were evaluated: date of
presentation (month, year); age; sex; weight; smoking habits
(current smokers or ex-smokers o1 yr); comorbidities; mode of
hospital admission; residence in nursing home; duration of
symptoms; clinical symptoms (body temperature, respiratory
rate, heart rate, arterial systolic and diastolic blood pressure,
pneumonia-associated confusion, stupor, or coma); blood gas
analysis; chest radiography (number of lobes affected and
prescence of pleural effusion); laboratory parameters (haema-
tocrit, blood urea nitrogen, sodium and blood glucose); and

intensive care unit admission and/or mechanical ventilation.
The following three end-points were defined: hospital dis-
charge, conclusion of the in-patient treatment due to CAP and
death. For comparison of pneumonia severity within groups,
the Pneumonia Severity Index (PSI) and CURB-65 score
(confusion of new onset, urea .7 mmol?L-1, respiratory rate
of o30 breaths?min-1, blood pressure ,90 mmHg systolic or
diastolic blood pressure f60 mmHg, and age o65 yrs) were
calculated for each patient on admission [12, 13].

Microbiology
As the main issue was to calculate the real-life direct treatment
costs, no standardised microbiological work-up was recom-
mended or performed. Therefore the requests for microbiolo-
gical evaluation were left to the discretion of the treating
physician, in order not to influence overall costs.

Cost calculation
All cost calculations were performed by economists on the basis
of the case report forms and a standardised hospital controller
interview. Direct costs were defined according to DRUMMOND

et al. [14] as category I (organising and operating costs within the
health sector). Total costs consisted of the number of measures
taken and the charge per measure. For each patient, the number
of diagnostic and therapeutic measures and the duration of
medical care by physicians, nurses, medical technical staff and
physiotherapists were documented. For the various diagnostic
and therapeutic measures, the empirical average duration of a
standard treatment and therapeutic measure was documented
and used to calculate costs. This was performed separately for
diagnostic and therapeutic measures in the intensive and the
regular care units. These average durations in hours per day
were multiplied by the staff costs per hour of the respective
responsible staff. The diagnostic and therapeutic costs of care
per patient were then determined by multiplication of the
average daily cost of care per patient (average duration in hours
per day multiplied by staff costs per hour) by the number of
days spent in the respective units.

Specific hotel costs per patient were calculated by the Institute
of Empirical Health Economics, Burscheid, Germany. Analyses
of hospital costs were blinded and, therefore, no interhospital
differences can be disclosed here.

The quantity and type of administered drugs and the use of
medical devices was also analysed. Total costs were then
calculated from the sum of the various cost factors (see table 1).
Calculated values have been rounded.

Statistics
The primary objective of the study was the evaluation of the
overall economic costs associated with the in-patient treatment
of CAP patients. The secondary objective was the post hoc
evaluation of the impact of TF on overall treatment cost. Primary
and secondary outcome variables were compared between
treatment groups. Results are expressed as frequencies or as
mean¡SD unless indicated otherwise. The Chi-squared test was
used to compare proportions and the unpaired t-test was used
to compare means. All continuous variables were tested for
normal distribution using the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test. For
variables in which this test indicated non-normal distribution,
the Mann–Whitney U-test was employed for comparison, and
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median, minimum and maximum values were reported. We
analysed associations between treatment failure and type of
antibiotic treatment using maximum likelihood logistic regres-
sion models. Analyses were performed crude and were adjusted
for sex, age, body mass index, smoking status, chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease, lung cancer, heart disease, diabetes, antibiotic
pre-treatment, CURB-65 and PSI. p-values for associations were
derived from Wald tests. The significance level of all analyses was
set to 5% and p-values are reported. All data were analysed and
processed using statistical software (Statistical Package for Social
Sciences, version 15.0 (SPSS, Chicago, IL, USA), or Stata release 11
(Stata Corp, College Station, TX, USA)) on the Windows XP
operating system (Microsoft, Redmond, WA, USA).

RESULTS
Study population and TF
A total of 1,236 patients were enrolled (580 patients in the first
study period and 756 in the second study period). Table 2
summarises the demographic characteristics, smoking status,
comorbidity, antibiotic pre-treatment and initial severity of
disease, as calculated by CURB-65 and PSI.

TF occurred in 197 of 1,236 patients (15.9%). Most TF occurred
early in the course of treatment; 77 cases occurred by day 3,
corresponding to a prevalence of early failures of 6.2% in the
total cohort (fig. 1). There was no difference in the timing of TF

(early failure versus nonresponding pneumonia) between treat-
ment groups. Comparing baseline data of successfully treated
patients with failures, the rates of congestive heart failure (CHF)
and antibiotic pre-treatment were significantly different. Patients
who experienced TF suffered more frequently from CHF. TF was
more frequently observed in group S compared with group M
(132 (20.6%) out of 640 versus 65 (10.9%) out of 596; p,0.001).

The rate of TF also correlated with pneumonia severity in terms
of groups. In patients with mild pneumonia (CURB-65 score 0),
treatment failure occurred in 34 (11.0%) out of 308 patients and
was, thus, below the average mean of 197 (15.9%) out of 1,236
patients. With increasing CAP severity, a rise in TF frequency
was observed from 86 (15.7%) out of 549 in CURB-65 group 1
patients to 77 (20.3%) out of 379 patients in subjects with more
severe CAP (sCAP) as defined by CURB-65 score o2 (p50.004).

Antibiotic treatment
596 (48.2%) out of 1,236 patients were treated initially with MFX.
The remaining patients received a nonstandardised antibiotic
therapy (group S); in .90%, a b-lactam antibiotic was given and
almost half of these patients received combination therapy,
including a b-lactam plus a macrolide antibiotic (BLM). Details
on antibiotic treatment are summarised in table 3.

TABLE 1 Cost calculation: composition of cost factors

Cost factor Including

Diagnostic measures Physical examination (auscultation,

percussion) and history

Chest radiography

Laboratory chemistry

Microbiology (left to the

physician’s discretion), including

resistance, serology and

antigen testing

Bronchoscopy, including costs for

biopsy and lavage

Pulmonary function testing

Blood gas analysis

ECG

Therapeutic measures

(excluding drug therapy)

Inhalation therapy

Supplemental oxygen

Physiotherapy, including mobilisation

Drug acquisition All drugs indicated by the treating

physician to be necessary

for treatment of CAP

Hotel Estimated costs per day and patient

for: administration, housekeeping

(e.g. gas, electricity) and food

for regular wards and ICUs

Staff Physicians

Technical staff

Physiotherapists

Nurses for regular wards and ICUs

CAP: community-acquired pneumonia; ICU: intensive care unit.

TABLE 2 Demographics and pneumonia severity

Total Success TF

Subjects n 1236 1039 197

Male sex 691/1235 (55.9) 582/1038 (56.0) 109/197 (55.3)

Age yrs 69.6¡16.8 69.4¡16.9 70.8¡16.2

BMI# kg?m-2 25.7¡4.9 25.7¡4.9 25.8¡5.1

Current smoker 264/1194 (22.1) 225/1003 (22.4) 39/191 (20.4)

COPD 341/1235 (27.6) 295/1038 (28.4) 46/197 (23.4)

LC 31/1235 (2.5) 24/1038 (2.4) 7/197 (3.6)

CHF 378/1235 (30.6) 302/1038 (31.7) 76/197 (38.6)"

DM 443/1235 (35.9) 361/1038 (44.5) 82/197 (41.6)

Antibiotic

pre-treatment

144/1160 (12.4) 126/983 (12.3) 18/177 (9.2)"

CURB-65 score

0 308 (24.9) 274 (26.4) 34 (17.3)

1 549 (44.4) 463 (44.6) 86 (43.7)

2 291 (23.5) 228 (21.9) 63 (31.9)

3 78 (6.3) 64 (6.1) 14 (7.1)

4 10 (0.8) 10 (1.0) 0 (0)

PSI score

1 94 (7.6) 80 (7.7) 14 (7.1)

2 162 (13.1) 148 (14.2) 14 (7.1)

3 244 (19.7) 216 (20.8) 28 (14.2)

4 536 (43.4) 438 (42.2) 98 (49.7)

5 200 (16.2) 157 (15.1) 43 (21.8)

Data are presented as n/N (%), mean¡SD or n (%), unless otherwise stated.

TF: treatment failure; BMI: body mass index; COPD: chronic obstructive

pulmonary disease; LC: lung carcinoma; CHF: congestive heart failure; DM:

diabetes mellitus; CURB-65: confusion of new onset, urea .7 mmol?L-1,

respiratory rate of o30 breaths?min-1, blood pressure ,90 mmHg systolic or

diastolic blood pressure f60 mmHg, and age o65 yrs; PSI: pneumonia

severity index. #: n51055. p-value for all parameters .0.05, except ": p,0.01.
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Antibiotic therapy was started i.v. in all patients and was
switched to oral application during the hospital stay in 809
(65.5%) out of 1,236 patients. In patients receiving MFX, sequence
therapy was more frequent in comparison with group S (471
(79.0%) out of 536 patients versus 338 (52.8%) out of 640 patients;
p,0.001), and mean duration of parenteral treatment was
significantly shorter (2.7¡1.8 versus 5.4¡2.5 days; p,0.001).

The subjects of both groups were very comparable with regard
to baseline characteristics, except for the rate of diabetics. The
number of diabetic patients was significantly higher in group
M. Details on baseline demographics of the two groups are
summarised in table 4.

Antibiotic treatment and TF
Depending on CAP severity, the choice of initial antibiotic
treatment had an influence on the risk of TF. In group S, initial

b-lactam treatment with or without a macrolide combination
was prescribed most frequently (table 3). Therefore, in the
following analysis, only patients receiving either b-lactam with
or without a macrolide or MFX monotherapy were included.

Comparing all grades of pneumonia severity, BLM revealed a
clear trend to less TF compared with single b-lactam therapy
(BL) (37 (15.5%) out of 239 patients versus 64 (21.5%) of 297
patients; p50.074). However, in sCAP, this tendency was more
profound and statistically significant (nine (12.9%) out of 70
patients versus 31 (26.7%) out of 116 patients; p50.026).

In mild-to-moderate pneumonia (CURB-65 scores 0 and 1),
treatment with MFX significantly reduced the rate of TF in
comparison with any b-lactam monotherapy or combination
treatment (34 (8.0%) out of 425 patients versus 86 (19.9%) out of
432 patients; p,0.001). Interestingly, this difference was not
observed in patients with sCAP. In sCAP, the comparable TF
rates among treatment groups seemed to be caused mainly by
excessive TF rates in patients having received BL. In contrast,
application of a BLM or MFX in sCAP was associated with less
TF. Directly comparing TF rates of patients being treated with
BLM or MFX treatment, there was no significant difference

80

60

40

20

0

TF
 n

Time after initiation of antibiotic treatment days
109876543 161514131211

FIGURE 1. Timing of treatment failure (TF). n5197.

TABLE 3 Antibiotic treatment

Variables Group M Group S

Subjects n 596 640

Monotherapy 577/596 (96.8) 351/640 (54.8)

Fluoroquininolone 577 (100) 29/351 (8.3)#

b-lactam¡b-lactamase inhibitor 302/351 (82.0)

Macrolide 13/351 (3.7)

Others 7/351 (2.0)

Combination therapy 19/596 (3.2) 289/640 (45.2)

b-lactam¡b-lactamase inhibitor 284/289 (98.3)

+macrolide 1/19 (5.3) 239/284 (84.5)

+fluoroquinolone 14/284 (4.9)#

+aminoglycoside 13/284 (4.6)

+lincosamide 9/284 (3.2)

+nitroimidazole 5/284 (1.8)

+b-lactam 17/19 (89.5) 2/284 (0.4)

+carbapeneme 1/19 (5.3)

+others 2/284 (0.4)

Data are presented as n/N (%) or n (%), unless otherwise stated. #: except

moxifloxacin.

TABLE 4 Demographics and pneumonia severity
(treatment groups)

Total Group M Group S

Subjects n 1236 596 640

Male sex 691 (55.9) 322 (54.0) 369 (57.6)

Age yrs 69.6¡16.8 69.3¡15.8 69.9¡17.7

BMI kg?m-2 25.7¡4.9 26.2¡4.8 25.3¡5.0

Current smoker 264/1194 (22.1) 124/587 (21.1) 140/607 (23.1)

COPD 341 (27.6) 169 (28.4) 172 (26.9)

LC 31 (2.5) 20 (3.4) 11 (1.7)

CHF 378 (30.6) 189 (31.7) 189 (29.6)

DM 443/1235 (35.9) 265/596 (44.5) 178/639 (27.9)#

Antibiotic pre-

treatment

144/1160 (12.4) 62/580 (10.7) 82/640 (14.1)

CURB-65 score

0 308 (24.9) 157 (26.3) 151 (23.6)

1 549 (44.4) 268 (45.0) 281 (43.9)

2 291 (235) 129 (21.6) 162 (253)

3 78 (6.3) 38 (6.4) 40 (6.3)

4 10 (0.8) 4 (0.7) 6 (09)

PSI score

1 94 (7.6) 37 (6.2) 57 (8.9)

2 162 (13.1) 94 (15.8) 68 (10.6)

3 244 (19.7) 124 (20.8) 120 (18.8)

4 536 (43.4) 234 (39.3) 302 (47.2)

5 200 (16.2) 107 (17.9) 93 (14.5)

Data are presented as n (%), mean¡SD or n/N (%), unless otherwise stated.

BMI: body mass index; COPD: chronic obstructive pulmonary disease; LC: lung

carcinoma; CHF: congestive heart failure; DM: diabetes mellitus; CURB-65:

confusion of new onset, urea .7 mmol?L-1, respiratory rate of o30 breath-

s?min-1, blood pressure ,90 mmHg systolic or diastolic blood pressure

f60 mmHg, and age o65 yrs; PSI: pneumonia severity index . p-value for

all parameters .0.05, except #: p,0.001.
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among treatment groups (fig. 2). However, after controlling for
confounders in multivariate analysis, the adjusted risk of TF was
lowest in patients receiving initial MFX treatment (table 5).

Mortality
A total of 88 (7.1%) out of 1,236 patients died during hospital
stay. As expected, mortality rose from 2.3% in patients with
mild pneumonia (CURB-65 score 0) to 50% in patients with
four points on the CURB-65 score. The mortality rate was
three-fold higher in patients who failed to respond to initial
antibiotic treatment (17.3% versus 5.2%; p,0.001).

Although the populations of both treatment groups were very
comparable with regard to pneumonia severity, demographics
and comorbidity, with the exception of a higher proportion of
diabetics in MFX-treated patients, mortality differed among
groups. Whereas the mortality rate among patients with initial
response to therapy was significantly higher in group S
compared with patients receiving MFX (6.7% versus 3.8%;
p50.034), no significant differences in mortality rates were
seen between treatment groups in relation to initial treatment
failure (18.9% versus 13.8%; p50.374).

Cost results
Median overall treatment cost for one CAP episode was
J1,361.80 (mean¡SD J1,602.04¡1,001.77). Treatment costs in
successfully treated patients were below the overall median;
however, they were almost two-fold higher in failures (J1,284.09
versus J2,206.11; p,0.001). For details see figure 3. In patients
with nonresponding pneumonia (TF after 5 days), mean treat-
ment cost were slightly higher compared with patients with early
failure (3 days) (J2,756.03¡1,375.92 versus J2,521.77¡1,861.02;
p50.338). This was mainly caused by a significantly extended
LOS (16.9¡6.2 days versus 14.0¡7.9 days; p50.004).

CAP severity significantly influenced treatment costs. Mean
overall treatment costs constantly rose with an increase in the
severity of CAP except in very severe CAP (CURB-65 score 54).

The mean length of hospitalisation was 10.6¡5.2 days (median
10.0 days, range 1–42 days). TF resulted in a significant
prolongation of LOS (15.4¡7.3 days versus 9.8¡4.2 days;
p,0.001). However, median LOS in group M was 1 day
shorter than in group S (9 versus 10 days; p,0.001).

DISCUSSION
The major findings of this study were as follows: 1) TF
contributes to a significant increase in median direct treatment
costs from J1,284.09 to J2,206.11; 2) this is mainly because of a
significantly prolonged LOS (median 9.0 versus 14.0 days); 3)
choice of empirical antibiotic therapy influences the risk of TF
depending on CAP severity; and 4) MFX is highly effective in
terms of low failure rates, and its efficacy is more comparable
with BLM therapy than with BL, especially in sCAP.

The median direct treatment cost for one CAP episode was
J1,361.80 (mean¡SD J1,602.04¡1,001.77), which is in accor-
dance with currently published data. In recent studies, direct
treatment costs of in-patient care were estimated to range from
US$1,333 in Germany [8] and J1,683 in Spain [7] up to J2,550–
J7,650 in the UK [15]. Even higher costs per CAP case are found
in studies from the USA (US$5,249–US$10,227) [16, 17], although
the median LOS tended to be longer in Europe. This is interesting
as our group previously identified LOS as one of the major
contributors to direct treatment costs in German hospitals [8].
REYES et al. [7] recently documented that pneumonia-associated
complications are a major cause of prolonged LOS and con-
firmed the relationship between LOS and treatment costs. Many
complications of CAP, e.g. persistence of symptoms, progressive
respiratory failure and sepsis, are often caused by or are a cause
of TF. Accordingly, in our study, patients experiencing TF
required a significantly prolonged LOS in comparison to
successfully treated patients (mean LOS 15.4¡7.3 versus
9.8¡4.2 days), which is similar to the extension of LOS of
4 days caused by TF reported in another recent study [6]. Our
data show that TF is associated with significantly higher
treatment costs. We therefore postulate that any strategy to
prevent TF is of great interest in terms of cost savings.

One strategy for reducing TF is to identify patients who are at
risk of TF. Although our study was not designed to identify
risk factors for TF, our data suggests congestive heart failure as
a risk factor for TF and is thus in accordance with recent
studies [18, 19].

As comorbidity cannot be changed, and TF is related mainly to
infectious complications, another strategy to avoid TF would be
modifications to and/or optimisation of antibacterial therapy.
Therefore, we also evaluated the impact of different initial
antibiotic regimens on the incidence of TF and, thus, treatment
costs.

Increasing CAP severity was associated with higher failure
rates and, consequently, increased expenses. However, not
only did CURB-65 classes influence TF rates, but also the
choice of initial antibiotic treatment was found to modify TF
incidence. Compared with BL, TF occurred less frequently in
patients who had received initial BLM. Whereas in mild and
moderate pneumonia (CURB-65 score ,2), the addition of a
macrolide antibiotic had no relevant influence on TF incidence;
the occurrence of TF was significantly reduced in sCAP by
prescribing BML. This finding supports the results of a recent

30

25

20

15

10

5

0
CURB-65 ≥2CURB-65 <2All CURB-65

*** ***

NS #

NS

NS

MFX (n=531)
β-lactam (monotherapy and macrolid combination; n=435)
β-lactam (macrolid combination; n=202)
β-lactam (monotherapy; n=233)

FIGURE 2. Rates of treatment failure according to community-acquired

pneumonia severity and antibiotic treatment. CURB-65: confusion of new onset,

urea .7 mmol?L-1, respiratory rate of o30 breaths?min-1, blood pressure

,90 mmHg systolic or diastolic blood pressure f60 mmHg, and age o65 yrs;

NS: nonsignificant; MFX: moxifloxacin. ***: p,0.001; #: p50.002.
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study showing a similar beneficial effect of BML on mortality
and incidence of TF, particularly in sCAP [20].

MFX treatment resulted in lower TF rates compared with any
b-lactam monotherapy or combination therapy. This effect was
more pronounced in mild pneumonia, where TF was even less
frequent in comparison with BLM. Patients with sCAP, having
received MFX or BLM, presented comparable TF rates,
whereas the rate of TF in patients with sCAP and BL treatment
was significantly increased. This observation is also reflected
by the lower adjusted OR for TF in BLM- and MFX-treated
patients compared with BL (adjusted OR for BLM 0.68 (95% CI
0.38–1.21; p,0.001) and MFX 0.43 (95% CI 0.27–0.68; p,0.001),
respectively). Interestingly, only for MFX did the confidence
interval not include ‘‘1’’, indicating a significant effect. Besides
the broader antibacterial coverage by MFX and BLM, a

previously described immunomodulatory effect of macrolides
and some fluoroquinolones may be responsible for the lower
TF rate and shorter LOS [21, 22]. Furthermore, differently from
b-lactams, MFX exhibits a concentration-dependent killing of
bacteria and is rapidly bactericidal [23]; very high local
concentrations at the site of infection can be obtained, because
concentrations of MFX in different pulmonary compartments
exceed serum concentrations multi-fold [24]. Another explana-
tion for shorter median LOS in MFX-treated patients in our
study could be the availability of an oral application of MFX
and, thus, easy sequence therapy, as compared with some b-
lactams (e.g. ceftriaxon). Rates of sequence therapies in our
study were 79.0% (group M) versus 52.8% (group S) (p,0.001).

There are some limitations of this study. In the literature, the
definition of TF is heterogeneous. Clinical and/or microbiolo-
gical approaches to defining TF are most commonly used.
Usually, patients hospitalised with CAP improve and reach
clinical stability within 72 h after initiation of antimicrobial
treatment and a clinical re-evaluation is recommended at that
time [25–28]. Some patients show a delayed clinical and/or
radiographic improvement, persistence of symptoms, or even
clinical deterioration. All these courses of CAP describe
different types of clinical failure, and as TF most commonly
originates from infectious causes, an adjustment in antibiotic
therapy is advised [5, 19]. An interval of 72 h is recommended
before switching antibiotic therapy, except in cases presenting
severe deterioration and/or radiological worsening [28]. The
primary objective of our study was the evaluation of the actual
direct in-patient costs of CAP treatment, thus, routine clinical or
microbiological re-evaluation was not requested in order to
avoid influencing treatment costs. Consequently, no data on
either short-term clinical outcome (,72 h) or microbiological
success are available. For the post hoc analyses of the economical
impact of TF on direct treatment costs, we therefore defined
TF as any change in antibacterial therapy after at o72 h of
treatment, resulting in a broader antimicrobial coverage.

Consequently, no data on the causes for changing initial
therapy are available, and some of the modifications in
antibiotic treatment may not necessarily reflect TF in terms of
persistence or deterioration of symptoms. In some cases, a
change of medication might have been caused by adverse drug

TABLE 5 Crude and adjusted analyses of treatment failure (TF) according to type of antibiotic in 973 patients with complete
covariate data

TF Crude analyses Adjusted analyses#

Yes No OR (95% CI) p-value OR (95% CI) p-value

Type of antibiotic ,0.001 ,0.001

b-lactam monotherapy 39 (19) 169 (81) 1.00 (ref.) 1.00 (ref.)

b-lactam+macrolide 23 (14) 141 (86) 0.71 (0.40–1.24) 0.68 (0.38–1.21)

MFX 54 (10) 469 (90) 0.50 (0.32–0.78) 0.43 (0.27–0.68)

Other 23 (29) 55 (71) 1.81 (1.00–3.30) 1.79 (0.96–3.35)

Data are presented as n (%), unless otherwise stated. MFX: moxifloxacin; Ref.: reference. #: adjusted for sex, age, body mass index, smoking, chronic obstructive

pulmonary disease, lung cancer, heart disease, diabetes, antibiotic pre-treatment, CURB-65 (confusion of new onset, urea .7 mmol?L-1, respiratory rate of

o30 breaths?min-1, blood pressure ,90 mmHg systolic or diastolic blood pressure f60 mmHg, and age o65 yrs) and pneumonia severity index.
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FIGURE 3. Mean overall treatment costs (in Euros) depending on community-

acquired pneumonia severity. CURB-65: confusion of new onset, urea .7 mmol?L-1,

respiratory rate of o30 breaths?min-1, blood pressure ,90 mmHg systolic or diastolic

blood pressure f60 mmHg, and age o65 yrs; NS: nonsignificant. #: p50.018

(p-value for comparison with CURB-65 score 0); ": p,0.001 (p-value for comparison

with treatment success); ***: p,0.001 (p-value for comparison with CURB-65

score 0).
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reactions, e.g. a cutaneous reaction. However, as the problem-
causing medication could not safely be continued in the
affected patient, this may also be considered as TF. However,
as the frequency of TF in our study (15.9%) is in agreement
with recent literature, showing a rate of failure ranging from
6% to 24% [3–6], we are convinced that this definition of TF
and the frequency found is representative for clinical TF.

Due to its observational nature, randomisation is lacking in our
study. Therefore, the number of patients with more severe
CAP or clinical suspicion of less common or more resistant
microorganisms might correspond with the number of patients
treated with fluoroquinolones, as the choice of initial treatment
was left to the attending physician’s discretion. As there were
no differences found in baseline data between the two groups
in terms of CAP severity or comorbidities, except for diabetes
mellitus, we think that this possible bias can be ruled out.

In our study, the comparator antibiotic regimens were non-
standardised, which suggests the risk of nonadherence to
current treatment guidelines. Nonadherence to treatment
guidelines is a known risk factor for TF [29] and can increase
treatment cost [30]. Given that 89.1% of the patients in group S
received a therapy in accordance with recent guidelines [31–33],
including a BLM in 91.6%, nonadherence to treatment guide-
lines in the nonstandardised cohort cannot explain the different
rates in TF and higher costs.

In conclusion, our data demonstrate that TF results in a
significant prolongation of LOS and, consequently, increased
treatment costs. Therefore any means of avoiding TF is of great
economic interest. As host-associated risk factors for TF can
seldom be modified, an optimisation of antimicrobial therapy
appears to be a feasible strategy to prevent TF. In our study,
initial therapy with BLM was less frequently associated with TF
compared with BL, particularly in sCAP. Treatment with MFX
seems to be equivalent to BLM. Our results therefore support
the treatment recommendations of most national and interna-
tional guidelines for the use of BLM or respiratory fluoroqui-
nolones in more severe CAP cases [28, 31, 32]. The lowest rate of
TF was observed in patients with MFX treatment and milder
CAP (CURB-65 score ,2). Furthermore, median LOS in MFX-
treated patients was 1 day shorter. Therefore, initial treatment
with MFX or b-lactam with or without macrolide is superior to
BL and seems to be a possible strategy to avoid TF, especially in
sCAP (CURB-65 score o2).

However, taking into account the worldwide emerging threat
of antimicrobial resistance, it is crucial to avoid uncritical use
of fluoroquinolones. We therefore think that it is important to
identify patients at risk for TF who might benefit from
antibiotic therapies that are associated with the least TF.
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